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STORY CUBES
An academic knowledge informed by research opportunities and horizons
**Story Cubes**

- Not based on access to the Internet only
- Not relying on the latest equipment
- Not patronising

**Not a Recruitment Tool for Universities**

**Not Abandoned Artic Creation**
Opportunities to network / coincide with like-minded peers.

Opportunities for collaboration, broadcasting, hosting, earning, networking.


Academic papers, data sets. Papers! Papers!

Web, email, data.

Opposites attract.
open source
consider online existing models
look at,
new features
make products
collaboration
print paper
pencils
Can't only be for academics, or university educated people.

Key people from all walks of life. Community leaders but also footballers.

People who don't already see the point of university education.

Next generation, older people (lifelong learning).

Creative industries.
STORY CUBES
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